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Introduction
Information maps (Kohonen, 1982) are becoming popular as interfaces to view and access large data collections such as digital libraries (DL). Unlike traditional search-based access, which provides selective and fragmented access to information, information maps allow users to comprehend large collections, to focus on the most interesting parts, and to explore specific resources in the context of their relationships to other resources and the library. The properties of information maps make them an excellent complement to search and browsing interfaces for DL. A recent study comparing student use of search, browsing and information map interfaces for an educational DL found that information maps were the students' most preferred method for accessing information; they were four times more popular than traditional search-based access methods. Several kinds of maps have been explored as interfaces to access large collections of resources (Börner and Chen, 2002; Yang et al., 2003; Dang et al., 2009; Perugini et al., 2004) . Among these approaches, self-organising maps (SOMs; Kohonen, 1982) are frequently considered to be the most promising mapping approach for large document collections. While they are most popular as a tool for two-dimensional clustering in engineering science, medicine, biology, and economics (Kohonen, 1998; Oja et al., 2003) , SOMs are becoming increasingly popular for producing information maps that support user navigation (Brusilovsky and Rizzo, 2002; Chen et al., 1998; Dang et al., 2009; Lin et al., 1991; Rauber and Merkl, 1999; Roussinov and Chen, 1998; Yang et al., 2003) . SOM clusters similar resources into the same cell or nearby cells on the map, so that users will be able to easily identify the relatedness of the categories created based on spatial proximity. In comparison with other mapping techniques the SOM technique is a simple, straightforward, and highly scalable random projection method suitable for any size collection of items. It does not require explicit connections between documents or the presence of any kind of metadata.
However previous studies (Brusilovsky and Rizzo, 2002; Chen et al., 1998) have indicated that the artificial organisation produced by SOM may not be easily understood by all users. Users are frequently unsure about the reason why a specific combination of resources was placed into the same cell, resulting in a negative experience when navigating through SOM. The main challenge of the research presented in this paper was to produce a SOM that provides a closer match to the human conceptualisation of a specific domain. We hypothesise that a potential reason for the "non-human" organisation of SOM is the keyword-level document representation that is currently used to construct the maps and to represent the contents of the cells in the maps. Simple keyword representations are known to have several shortcomings on the semantic level. Several studies in the area of information retrieval have indicated that replacing or augmenting simple keywords with semantically richer features such as noun phrases or concepts could lead to significant performance improvement in certain domains (Gonzalo et al., 1998; Stokoe et al., 2003) . Semantic representations have been used to resolve the issue of traditional keyword-level representation in diverse applications such as information retrieval (Basile et al., 2008) , the heterogeneous web (Tang, 2002) , and question answering systems (Vicedo and Ferrández, 2000) .
Expecting that a similar approach can help us to produce better quality information maps, we explore the integration of several semantically rich features alone and in combination with keywords for map construction. Therefore the first research topic investigates enhancing SOM quality by using semantic features in SOM construction.
Any research focused on producing better information maps for end users should start by defining a meaningful approach to measure this quality. However only a few studies have focused on SOM quality issues, and these studies were concerned mainly with the quality of the clustering algorithm and techniques for its application (Lo and Bavarian, 1991; Kiang et al., 2006; Su et al., 2002) . While a number of studies have focused on the navigational use of SOM by human users (Brusilovsky and Rizzo, 2002; Lin et al., 1991; Rauber and Merkl, 1999; Roussinov and Chen, 1998) , they did not suggest approaches to evaluate map representation from a human-centred point of view. This caused us to pay special attention to the evaluation of the map representation quality from a human perspective.
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The remainder of the paper is organised as follows: first, a literature review surveys research relevant to self-organising maps. The next section discusses the goal and research questions of this study. The subsequent section introduces our main innovation: the semantic approach to SOM construction. This section also includes the context of our research and the Knowledge Sea information mapping system applied in the study. Then the other innovation, the "textbook" method of SOM evaluation, is proposed. After that we present the results of our studies, which compare the quality of SOM produced with the use of different features and their combinations. Finally our conclusions are discussed.
Self-organising maps
The self-organising map is a type of an unsupervised neural network model developed by Teuvo Kohonen (1982) . A SOM has the ability to reduce the dimensions of data by applying self-organising neural networks (Kohonen, 1998) . Each neuron, a processing unit in SOM, is associated with a weight vector and is positioned on a map. During the learning stage, as the weights of each unit change, their corresponding positions on the map change and consequently move the input points to a different location. After the iterative learning stage the movement caused by weight change becomes slower and the units become more stable in the input space.
The most attractive characteristic of SOM is the ability to transform a high-dimensional input space into a two-dimensional output space that faithfully preserves the structure of the input data. SOM has spread into numerous fields as a research method, particularly in analysing large volumes of high-dimensional data. The SOM literature can be organised into two branches. One focuses on the study of the relationships between the topical categories. Schatz and Chen's (1996) study showed that SOM has been adopted by many academic projects for textual document classification. Oja et al. (2004) categorised human endogenous retroviruses into meaningful groups using SOM. Dina and Tsvi (2005) explored automatic document categorisation methods by comparing SOM and learning vector quantisation. The other branch focuses on an interface for browsing and searching diverse collections. Lin et al. (1991) pioneered the use of SOM as a tool for information access. Roussinov and Chen (1998) proposed a multi-level SOM, extending a group of cells into a second layer to assist users with navigation in a large corpus. Rauber and Merkl (1999) showed that the LabelSOM method of automatically labelling the various topical clusters found in the map offered an instant overview for users. Brusilovsky and Rizzo (2002) used SOM to develop a landmark-based navigation system, Knowledge Sea, to provide access to a large collection of educational resources. Chen and colleagues have explored the use of multi-level SOM for information access in several practical domains (Dang et al., 2009 , Yang et al., 2003 .
Meanwhile several different approaches have been proposed to improve the SOM algorithm to form better maps. Lo and Bavarian (1991) focused on the selection of neighbourhood function, and Kiang et al. (2006) proposed a circular training algorithm to overcome the "boundary" effect on topological representations. An incremental learning algorithm had been applied in another study (Jun et al., 1993) . Su et al. (2002) launched an efficient initialisation scheme to construct an initial map and eventually generate a map with more effective performance.
Studies focusing on SOM representation quality measures are rare in the literature. Most approaches have been mainly concerned with exploring energy functions to Self-organising information maps improve the quality of map topology (Erwin et al., 1992; Heskes, 1999) . Kaski and Lagus (1996) and Pölzlbauer (2004) compared existing methods for quantifying the quality of SOM. However most existing methods were concerned with topological improvement, not the quality of SOM as a tool for information access. With more SOM applications designed for navigational use, such as multiple layers SOM (Roussinov and Chen, 1998) or an incremental SOM (Benabdeslem and Bennani, 2004) , it becomes critical to develop an evaluation method centred on the quality of maps from a human-centred point of view. For most users it is preferable that related contents are grouped together and relationships are easily identifiable, to support their search and browsing. Therefore this paper primarily investigates the ability of SOM to organise content in a similar way to the human approach to content organisation.
Research questions
The goal of the research presented in this paper is to explore whether the use of higher-level semantic features can help us build better SOM representation as measured from a human-centred perspective. Since the higher-level features can be used to produce SOM in two ways (instead of, or in addition to, traditional keywords) the following research questions are addressed.
Q1. Can we produce better SOM by replacing keyword-level document representation with semantic-level representation?
Q2. Can we improve the quality of these SOM by enhancing keyword-level document representation with semantic features, and if so, which feature combinations produce the best map?
The semantic approach for SOM construction The problem with building SOM using semantic features can be explored in different contexts. Each context defines a specific combination of a domain and a version of the SOM approach used to organise documents in this domain. Chen et al. (2003) used a clustered hierarchical SOM to provide access to a large volume of medical information. Brusilovsky and Rizzo (2002) applied a traditional one-level SOM to provide access to multiple electronic textbooks. Defining a context for this kind of research is very important: the domain defines the choice of specific semantic features while the applied map construction approach defines how these features can be used to build SOM instead of or in parallel with traditional keywords. In addition a clear understanding of the research context helps us comprehend the problem and evaluate the solution. To reflect this importance this section starts with a description of the context that stimulated our research. After that we discuss several semantic features available in the selected domain, and we explain our approach in using these features for SOM construction.
The context
Our research is directly motivated by our experience with Knowledge Sea (Brusilovsky and Rizzo, 2002) , an integrated system for accessing educational resources. In the Knowledge Sea context a SOM-based information map was used as one of three key approaches (in addition to browsing and search) to access a collection of educational resources (tutorials, books, and handouts Brusilovsky et al., 2004; Brusilovsky and Rizzo, 2002) :
(1) C-programming; (2) information retrieval; and (3) human-computer interaction.
The SOM-based information map in Knowledge Sea is a two-dimensional array of 8 £ 8 cells (Figure 1 ). Each cell displays a set of keywords and landmarks with features, different icons and background colours. The landmarks provide additional navigation support that helps users locate the cells that contain the most relevant documents. The icons and background provide additional navigation cues. By clicking on a cell users can access documents belonging to the cell along with a list of the most relevant keywords associated with the cell's content and a navigation map indicating the position of the cell in the whole map. The properties of SOM ensure that the more similar the documents are, the closer together they are located on the map. The most similar documents are located in the same cell, the slightly less similar in the adjacent cells, and so forth. On the map level the distance between cells reflects the similarity between the documents grouped in these cells. Therefore we could utilise Knowledge Sea as our platform to test SOM quality by evaluating whether relevant textbook documents are assigned to nearby cells on the map. Knowledge Sea proved to be a useful information access tool in an educational context. The log analysis demonstrated that the map emerged as the most popular tool for accessing electronic textbooks, outperforming search and browsing (Brusilovsky and Rizzo, 2002) . Students also rated the map highly in several rounds of classroom studies. Yet our interviews with students and some unsolicited comments indicated that students are sometimes puzzled by the placement of specific documents in the map. More specifically it was confusing that conceptually similar documents such as subsequent sections of the same book were located far away from each other on the map. It was this experience that motivated the work presented below.
The domain and the semantic features
The choice of the domain is critical because it defines the kind of semantic features available to be used in SOM construction. For a SOM in a medical domain such as that studied by Chen et al. (2003) noun phrases could be the appropriate semantic feature, while for a SOM which provides access to news magazines (Rauber and Merkl, 1999) it would be more appropriate to select named entities (i.e. names of people, places, or things). In our context the domain is a set of electronic textbooks and similar sources focusing on teaching a specific subject. In this context the most natural semantic features are domain concepts, which these textbooks are trying to present and explain to the students. These concepts have to be either extracted from the text or provided by experts. For the extraction option we try two state-of-the-art approaches:
(1) noun phrases; and (2) Yahoo! concepts.
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For expert-provided concepts we explore glossary terms containing concepts that are specific to our textbook context. Below we provide a more detailed discussion of the semantic features used in our study in comparison to traditional keywords. A keyword is defined as a single term with special significance in the textbook corpus. Standard parsing and tokenisation methods were used to retrieve keywords from the corpus. The Porter stemming algorithm was performed and we also created approximately 150 stop words to filter out non-related keywords.
A noun phrase in our study refers to a chunk of text that is identified by some language processing tool. The phrase structure is assumed to consist of its root (which is a noun or a pronoun) and possibly modifiers. We used the Arizona Noun Phraser (Leroy and Chen, 2005; Tolle and Chen, 2000) to extract all noun phrases from the corpus. Then stop words were removed to generate a meaningful phrase list. The noun phraser is based on a part-of-speech tagger (Brill, 1993) and noun phrase identification rules from NPtool (Voutilainen, 1993) , a commercial noun phrase extractor. The purpose of using these noun phrases is that multiple words often offer a more precise meaning than single words; therefore, they can help to reduce ambiguities in text (Harper, 1992) . In our studies noun phrases were considered the lowest level semantic features (after keywords). In fact a significant fraction of extracted noun phrases was simply equal to keywords extracted by a regular keyword extraction process.
A concept in our study refers to a significant word or phrase in the corpus identified by the Yahoo Term Extraction Web Service (see http://developer.yahoo.com/search/ content/V1/termExtraction.html). The service has been used for a variety of different purposes. For example, Y!Q (http://yq.search.yahoo.com/) uses it to determine key concepts within the search context and apply those concepts to augment a user's search query. Similar to the noun phrases mentioned above, concepts can be considered higher-level semantic features. Their extraction is based on more sophisticated approaches to text analysis than the historically older and simpler noun phrasing techniques.
A glossary term is an important domain concept that was selected by the authors to be included in the textbook glossary and extended with a clear definition. By their nature, glossary terms are the highest-level semantic features. Glossary terms are manually designated by the authors, who are domain experts, as key concepts of the domain that are dissimilar to other automatically extracted features (keywords, noun phrases and concepts). At the same time a set of glossary terms is not as comprehensive as automatically extracted semantic features, since people are typically selective in picking a set of terms for the glossary.
Our specific interest in exploring glossary terms inspired us to choose a digital library of textbooks on information retrieval (IR) for our study. Among several domains that were prepared for Knowledge Sea mapping, this collection has the largest number of glossary terms. This library contains the full content of four classic textbooks in the IR field:
(1) Finding Out About (Belew, 2000) ; (2) Modern Information Retrieval (Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 1999); (3) Information Retrieval (Van Rijsbergen, 1979) ; and (4) Information Storage and Retrieval (Korfhage, 1997).
Self-organising information maps
From a SOM point of view each lowest-level subsection of each textbook is considered a separate document. In total there are 714 documents in the library. The glossary sections of these textbooks contain 402 unique glossary terms.
Semantic map generation
The traditional approach: generating SOM using keyword-level document representation. Using SOM to generate an information map generally involves two steps. The first step involves feature extraction. In the case of using keywords to represent documents, keywords from the corpus are extracted and selected using standard IR keyword identification and weighting techniques. Once the selected keywords are defined, each document in the corpus has its corresponding vector representation. The second step is map generation and document assignment. The map size is often predefined as an m-by-n matrix that contains m * n cells (m, n: the number of cells). Each cell is represented by a vector in the same space as the document vectors. Therefore, with a pre-selected similarity measure such as the cosine similarity or neural network techniques, documents can (one by one) be inserted into the map near or in the most similar cell. The distance between the cells represents the relatedness level among the vectors in these cells. The closer the relationship between vectors of features, the closer the geographic position will be. The semantic approach: generating SOM with semantic features. When the documents are represented by semantic features rather than keywords, both the feature selection and the map generation steps are essentially identical to those of using keywords. Technically the only difference is the feature extraction process. Semantic features were extracted from the corpus with special tools. Noun phrases were identified and extracted using the Arizona noun phraser; concepts were identified and extracted using the Yahoo concept extractor; glossary terms were identified by the book authors (who created corresponding glossaries) and were extracted by a simple script. After that, the extracted semantic features were processed in a standard way to produce a representation of every document as a weighed vector of semantic features. In total, for each kind of feature, we obtained an independent set of vectors representing the original documents. To produce single-feature maps we used the corresponding set of vectors in the same way as keyword vectors are used in map generation and document assignment (Figure 2 ). Generating document representation and SOMs using mixtures of keywords and various semantic features was done in a more sophisticated way, which is presented in detail in the feature combination analysis section.
Control parameter settings. According to previous discussions on SOM (Su et al., 2002 , Kohonen, 1990 ) map generation can be affected by different parameters such as learning iteration, learning rate, and neighbourhood size. In order to achieve comparable results in our map evaluation we relied on heuristic rules to set these parameters before the experiment. First, according to the literature, the number of iterations should be at least 500 times larger than the number of neurons (Kohonen, 1990) . However, too many iterations may cause the problem of overfitting while generating SOM. Therefore, based on a pilot experiment we conducted on the document collections, we set the number of iterations at 2,000 times, since any value larger than 2,000 produced almost identical maps and over-representation and under-representation were not issues.
The map size is defined as 8 £ 8 to be consistent with Knowledge Sea. We experimented on three neighbourhood sizes (2, 3, and 4) with ten different learning rates ranging from 0.1 to 0.01. Eventually, through manually checking the generated maps, we defined the neighbourhood value as 2 and the learning rate as 0.1.
Even with all of the aforementioned parameters being pre-selected, the result of the map generation is still not determined because SOMs are random by nature. To avoid any side-effects caused by semi-sorted inputs, SOM selects random seeds in the initialisation of the algorithm inputs (Amarasiri et al., 2006) . Differences in random seeds could cause the generated map to have different topological orders (Kohonen, 1998) , which results in the overall performance of a particular map being strongly related to random components. To compensate for the uncertainty in a single random seed, we generated ten maps for each domain representation using ten random seeds, and averaged the results.
The evaluation approach
Evaluating the quality of SOM from a human-centred navigational point of view is a challenging issue that has not been studied thoroughly. As mentioned earlier, existing approaches of SOM evaluation do not take into account the human perspective. A commonly used methodology for user-centred quality evaluation is to apply expert judgments or conduct user studies. Although they are potentially useful to identify the quality of SOM, these approaches are limited in some respects, such as budget, domain knowledge, subjective bias, and unrepeatable results. The main problem here is the nature of the SOM approach, which is determined not only by the original vectors and features, but also by several generation parameters such as random seed or learning rate. Even with key parameters fixed we had to generate 10 maps for each approach using different random seeds and had to compare two sets of maps, rather than simply comparing two maps. Comparing such a large number of maps in a user study is not feasible particularly as map quality is difficult for users to judge. In fact it is not easy to evaluate the quality of even a single map, as a participant would need to examine every cell in an attempt to rate the similarity of the resources in the cell from a human "conceptual" point of view. Thus we cannot rely on traditional user studies, but have to rely on some form of "encapsulated" human judgment to evaluate a large number of maps.
Self-organising information maps
In searching for this encapsulated human judgment we turned to human expert knowledge encapsulated in the structure of traditional textbooks. We believe that similarities between concepts are encapsulated in a textbook structure. Moreover it is not simply a random user judgment (as we would get in a user study); it is a judgment from experts in the field. These considerations defined our evaluation approach. To explore whether higher-level semantic features can produce more "human" SOMs, we used a collection of well-structured textbooks as the corpus for the study and used the structure of these textbooks as an alternative gold standard to evaluate the quality of SOM. This approach is explained in the next section.
A textbook-centred evaluation approach The textbook-centred evaluation approach that we propose is based on the properties of academic textbooks. By their design textbooks focus on a specific issue (a topic) of the domain in each chapter. Within a chapter (first level), more specific concepts related to the chapter's key issue are systematically examined section (second level) by section, with each section devoted to a specific set of concepts. Each third level subsection (if a specific book goes down to the third level) typically examines an even smaller, yet consistent, set of concepts. However, because they are grouped in the same section, we expect some reasonable conceptual overlap between subsections of the same section and still some better-than-average overlap between sections of the same chapter. As the association of concepts is understood, it will be easy to identify whether the deployment of concepts in the knowledge map is consistent with the organisation of the domain. In this study we defined a cluster as a section in a chapter in a textbook. The assumption is that a more human-centred SOM construction approach, the one that better preserves the conceptual structure of the domain identified by the human expert, should place documents belonging to the same conceptual cluster closer to each other on the map. In order to avoid some outlying topics and sections in a chapter introduction that might not exactly represent the concepts in the document, our study only considered the third-level sections as documents.
For instance, in Figure 3 Section 1-1-1 is conceptually close to Section 1-1-2, Section 1-1-3, and Section 1-1-4 but quite distant from Section 4-3-1 (section 1-2-3 means chapter 1, section 2, subsection 3). Thus a good map should display Section 1-1-1 and Section 1-1-2 closer together than Section 1-1-1 and Section 4-3-1. Figure 4 places Section 1-1-1 closer to Section 4-3-1 than to Section 1-1-2 or Section 1-1-3, which may indicate a conceptual problem with this map.
In this study we assessed map quality by calculating average corpus spread in three steps:
(1) The spread of two documents is defined by the Euclidean distance (Teknomo, 2006) between the cells that documents D1 and D2 are in (X and Y):
For example, if Section 1-1-1 is located in cell (0,0) and Section 1-1-2 in cell (0,2), their spread is 2. (2) The spread of one cluster (Sc, a set of third level subsections belonging to the same second-level section such as 1-1-1, 1-1-2, and 1-1-3) is defined as the average spread of all document pairs in the cluster: 
Feasibility examination Our evaluation approach is based on the assumption that documents within a textbook cluster (i.e. subsections of the same section) are more similar to each other than to documents outside that cluster. To check whether this assumption is defendable we separately calculated average keyword-based cosine similarity between documents within each cluster and across different clusters. Table I shows that for each of the four books used in our study, subsections belonging to the same cluster are much more similar to each other than subsections from different clusters. The Wilcoxon signed ranks test shows that this difference is significant (p , 0:001) for each of the books. 
This provides some reasonable evidence that documents within a particular cluster are more similar to each other than to documents found outside that cluster.
The study Motivated by the research questions presented earlier, we conducted a set of experiments to investigate the impact of semantic representations on map quality. Two hypotheses were examined:
H1. The semantic representations would provide a higher quality map than keywords.
H2. Combining keywords with certain semantic features would achieve a significant improvement in map quality over the keywords-only approach.
The experiments were performed on data collections from one book (single book corpus) or all four books (multiple book corpus). To find answers to both research questions the experiments also examined two types of document representations involving semantic features:
(1) using only one semantic feature; and (2) mixing a semantic feature with keywords.
Therefore the experiments were modelled as several ANOVA experiments. The dependent variable is the spread of the corpus, which indicates the map quality. The independent variables include corpora, features (keyword, noun phrase, concept, and glossary), and feature mixtures (the combination ratio of features and the combination weights of features).
In the experiments the four types of features were extracted from each of the four books individually. For each type of feature we generated ten SOMs based on a constant set of random seeds. Documents were then assigned to each map, and the final map was then evaluated based on its spread of a cluster (Sc). To assess the performance of each type of feature, we considered mean, median, and minimum Sb calculated for each of the ten maps generated using the feature.
Individual feature analysis in a four-book corpus
In this stage we used all four books to generate maps. We were interested in comparing the spread for the four individual representations (i.e. how far a map based on each kind of feature spreads textbook sections from the same cluster). When the representations were keywords, noun phrases, or concepts, the top 600 features selected based on their weights were extracted from the corpus individually. As for glossary terms, only 402 terms were extracted which represents the total volume of the glossary collection.
Book
Cross-cluster Within-cluster
Belew (2000) 0.10 0.28 Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto (1999) 0.08 0.35 Van Rijsbergen (1979) 0.07 0.38 Korfhage (1997) 0.14 0.40 Table I .
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As shown in Table II , contradictory to the expectation that those semantic features (noun phrases, concepts, or glossary terms) would generate higher quality maps than maps based on keywords, the mean of the spread for keywords with ten random seeds has the lowest value (1.79) and also produces the minimum value (1.55) among all results. This pattern is also found when looking at the lowest mean of the spread, the lowest median, and the minimum value among all results produced by keywords (Table II) .
The ANOVA results show that there is a significant difference among the features at p , 0:001. The mean of the spread for keywords with ten random seeds is significantly lower than that for concepts, p ¼ 0:002, and glossary terms, p , 0:001 ( Figure 5) . The results do not support our hypothesis that semantic representations would provide a higher quality map than keywords. These results certainly demonstrate the need for further investigation of the initial premise.
One possible source of the negative results could be the fact that the books in the collection are still too heterogeneous. Although the four books we used are all textbooks on information retrieval, each book still has reasonably distinctive terms to express the concepts in this domain. We noticed this issue while analysing and Note: R1-R10 indicate ten different random seeds Table II . The spread of the multiple book corpus with a constant set of ten random seeds Self-organising information maps merging the glossaries from these books. These glossaries are substantially different from each other, with almost no overlap. Out of 402 glossary terms extracted from the four glossaries, only nine terms appear in more than two books and no terms appear in three or more (Table III) . While this may look strange, this result stems from the nature of terms included in a glossary: highly specific and complex domain terms, which require explanation. With this level of complexity and specificity even two books in the same domain frequently use slightly different representations for the same concept. For example Finding Out About (Belew, 2000) uses "relevance", whereas Modern Information Retrieval (Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 1999) employs "user relevance" to represent the same concept in glossaries.
If the sets of features used to index the different books in the collection are essentially different, such indexing can be called heterogeneous. In contrast if these sets are very similar, such indexing can be called homogeneous. Further analysis of Table III demonstrates that the quality of the information map produced with a specific kind of feature decreases with the increase of heterogeneity of indexing using this kind of feature. As we can see, indexing with glossary terms is most heterogeneous: the set of glossary terms used to index different books has almost no overlap. Switching from highly specific manually selected glossary terms to less specific automatically extracted concepts decreases the heterogeneity of source representation (62 concepts were found in all four books) and increases the quality of the information map. On the other end of the spectrum, simple keyword indexing provides the most homogeneous representation (503 keywords were found in all four books) and the best map. Noun phrases fall between concepts and keywords, being apparently more specific than keywords, yet less specific than concepts. To investigate whether the heterogeneity was really the main source of the observed decline in quality, we decided to explore the performance of different kinds of features when building SOM for a single book domain, which apparently offers higher homogeneity of representation.
Individual feature analysis in a single book corpus In view of the terminology issue, comparing the performance of different features in generating a map for a single book became a focal point in the study. Modern Information Retrieval (Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 1999) was the largest book in our corpus, containing 15 chapters, 308 sections, and 154 glossary terms (the largest glossary among the four books). Therefore this book was selected to be the corpus in the single book study. The process of map generation, document assignment, and distance comparison was identical to the experiments using the four-book corpus.
The results show that the mean of the spread for phrases with ten random seeds has the lowest value and also produces the minimum value among all results (Table IV) However according to the ANOVA results, the mean of the spread for phrase features is not significantly different from the one for keyword features, p ¼ 0:997. The analysis found that our hypothesis that higher-level features perform better than the classic keyword feature within a single book corpus is still not supported. Nothing outperformed keywords, although phrases performed equally well. The performances of concept (p ¼ 0:022) and glossary (p , 0:001) are still significantly worse than the performance of keywords (Figure 6 ). The poor performance of concepts and glossary items in a single book corpus demonstrate that heterogeneity may not be the most critical difference between indexing with higher-level features and with traditional keywords. To study the problem more deeply we compared low-level differences between several kinds of indexing. The most interesting issue is indexing density: how many features of different levels can be found on a single page and, vice versa, how many pages are indexed with the same feature. Our analysis revealed essential differences in indexing density between all four kinds of features: once we moved from very generic keywords to highly specific glossary terms indexing density fell rapidly (Table V) . In keyword-level indexing, each book section is represented by 600 high-frequency keywords, with 77.88 unique keywords per page and almost 200 recognised keywords Note: R1-R10 indicate ten different random seeds Table IV . The spread of the single book corpus with a constant set of 10 random seeds Self-organising information maps overall. On the other end of the spectrum each section is represented on average by only 6.13 unique glossary terms. Noun phrases rank very close to keywords (most of them being, in fact, single nouns) while concepts stand somewhat between the two extremes. The low density of indexing shows clearly that both concepts and glossary items, when used alone, are not able to represent the content of the pages sufficiently well. While each concept or glossary term can represent some aspect of page meaning on a deeper level, the low number of concepts or items per page points out that this representation may be "patchy"; some aspects of the page content are not represented at all. This fact is additionally confirmed by the significant increase in the number of pages that have none of the features listed in the top 600 concepts or the top 402 glossary items (Table V) . It is interesting to observe that the performance of higher-level features (Table IV) does not decrease as rapidly as indexing density (Table V) . Thus, we can speculate that the increased "depth" of indexing with higher-level features could positively affect the quality of the maps, but it still cannot compensate for the rapid fall of indexing density and the resulting patchy representation of units.
One possible way to increase the density of indexing while maintaining the semantic depth of representation could be a radical increase in the number of features used for indexing (i.e. from 600 top features to 2,000 or more). However, this approach will also decrease the speed of map construction and will not work with glossary items since there are only 402 of them. Thus in our study we decided to explore an alternative approach: mixing keywords and higher-level features when indexing the documents, for example using the top 300 keywords and the top 300 concepts. We expected that the presence of concepts in such a mixture would allow us to represent most critical aspects of unit meaning at a deeper level, while the presence of keywords would allow a high level of indexing density to be maintained and to avoid patchy representation of units' content. The research question then became whether higher-level semantic features could be merged with the classic keywords to improve the quality of a map, and if so, which mixture of these features would provide the best potential.
Feature combination analysis in a single book corpus Tomuro (2002) investigated whether or not semantic features could enhance classifying questions by comparing two feature sets: one with lexical features only, and the other with a mixture of lexical and semantic features. The study's purpose was quite similar to that of our research. Therefore, after investigating the performance of individual features, this section explores combining keywords with other features to enhance performance. Two approaches are applied: one is a mixture based on different combination ratios among the features, and the other is focused on adjusting the weights of the features. Adjusting feature ratio. In the individual feature analysis, keywords showed the greatest potential in both corpora. Therefore, in order to obtain comprehensible semantic representations, three higher-level features were paired with the keywords, producing three types of mixtures:
(1) keyword and phrase; (2) keyword and concept; and (3) keyword and glossary term.
The study assessed these mixtures individually and evaluated the patterns of the mixtures in the single book corpus. Keeping the total number of features constant we explored five different ratio combinations:
(1) keyword only; For example, the keyword-only combination had 600 keywords, whereas the 80 per cent keyword and 20 per cent target feature combination had 480 keywords and 120 target feature terms (Table VI) . The whole process of ten map generation, section assignment, and distance calculations was performed for each of these combinations.
The ANOVA results show that the mixture of keyword and phrases is not able to outperform keywords significantly. As Table VI shows, the use of feature mixtures does affect the quality of resulting SOM. For each of the three higher-level features there is at least one combination that produces better results than single keywords alone. Most importantly, we found a significant difference between keyword-only and any other keyword/concept combination in the single book corpus, p ¼ 0:005 (Figure 7 ). In fact, any keyword/concept combination performed better than keywords alone. In addition we observed that slightly better results are achieved when the keyword ratio is set as the higher of the two ratios in the combination. Next the study moved on to compare keyword-only with each combination, and to look for the best combination of keyword and concept mixtures in the single book corpus. The marginal comparisons reveal that the keyword-only approach has a significantly larger mean of the spread than the combination of 80 percent keyword and 20 per cent concept, p ¼ 0:004, or the combination of 50 per cent keyword and 50 per cent concept, p ¼ 0:009 (Table VI) . Even though the combination of 80 per cent keyword and 20 per cent concept has a lower mean of the spread, which means better performance than the combination of 50 per cent keyword and 50 per cent concept, the combination with a higher percentage of concepts could provide more comprehensible semantic representations from a user's navigation perspective. To examine the prospects of mixing high and low-level features, the next section explores the impact of weight adjustments on these two promising combinations.
Adjusting feature weights. Following the ratios in the previous section both mixtures were adjusted by three weight combinations:
(1) 80 per cent keyword weight and 20 per cent concept weight; (2) 50 per cent keyword weight and 50 per cent concept weight; and (3) 20 per cent keyword weight and 80 per cent concept weight.
The second combination below is exactly the same with the mixture without any weight adjustment. The ANOVA results show that the weight adjustments are significantly different across the mixtures, p ¼ 0:011 (Table VII) . The patterns of both mixtures show that Feature combination analysis in a four book corpus When we used the single book corpus, as reported above, we found that when keywords were combined with concepts the spread of the single book corpus was significantly smaller than the one generated with only keywords. When this is repeated using the multiple book corpus, significant differences among different mixture types have to be examined first. The ANOVA shows that there is no significant difference with the keyword/phrase mixtures. However significant differences are found with keyword/concept and keyword/glossary mixtures, p , 0:001 (Table VIII) .
In addition there is a significant difference between keyword-only and any other concept combination in the multiple book corpus, p ¼ 0:049 (Figure 8 ). The keyword-only results also have a significant difference with any other glossary combination in the multiple book corpus, p , 0:001. However this time the result is in favour of the keyword approach: the spread for keyword-only maps is of a lower value than any of the other mixtures. A similar pattern is found in the corpus, showing that Self-organising information maps the combination with the higher percentage of keywords can achieve the lowest mean of the spread of the corpus.
Discussions and conclusions
Researchers have applied SOM in many domains using keywords as features to represent the content of their corpus and generate maps. With the increased usage of SOM to help users navigate in the information space, an approach to build better quality SOM is required. We explored the use of higher-level document representation features for the development of better quality SOM. In addition we piloted a specific method for evaluating the SOM map quality based on the organisation of information content in the map. On the way to finding more expressive semantic features and to improve the quality of SOM, we examined several features that contained different levels of semantic information and explored their use for building better SOM. Our studies allowed us to give the following answers to our main research questions:
Keywords are still very powerful content representations in SOM map generation. They outperform any single semantic feature we proposed when measured by the generated map quality (although automatically identified noun phrases produced results which were not significantly different from those with keywords).
Q2. Can we improve the quality of these SOM by enhancing keyword-level document representation with semantic features, and if so, which feature combinations produce the best map? Combining keywords with certain semantic features achieves significant improvement of map quality over the keywords-only approach in a relatively homogeneous single book corpus. Changing the ratios in combining different features also affects the performance. Adjusting feature weights does not enhance the performance. While semantic mixtures can work well in a single book corpus, they lose their advantages over keywords in the multiple book corpus. This raises a concern about whether the semantic representations in the multiple book corpus are homogeneous and coherent enough for applying semantic features. In a post-analysis study we found that keyword features showed the highest coherence rate with 99 per cent of the keywords in the multiple book corpus also appearing in the single book corpus, while noun phrase and concept features had significantly lower similarity rates, with 82 per cent and 63 per cent, respectively. This demonstrates that the terminology issue among textbooks definitely affects the ability of the SOM to generate a high quality map for heterogeneous collections. Since single book content has a more consistent semantic representation, the results of the single book study are better than the results of the multiple book study. This once again reinforces the importance of conceptually consistent terms within source content when introducing a semantic approach.
We acknowledge that the lack of positive results from using semantic features in our studies only implies that the set of semantic features we have explored are not optimal. There is no implication that semantic representations in general, particularly those high quality concepts augmented with ontology, are of no use in SOM map construction. In fact we found that combining semantic features with keywords in the single book corpus not only has tight assemblies of content but also improves map quality by providing understandable representations. This shows that semantic features have the potential to enhance map usage.
In the alternative method for evaluating SOM quality, our approach of using textbook structure to estimate the content similarity among documents in the corpus was validated. Our study of controlling the various parameters in SOM construction will be useful for the further study of SOM. Our method provides an easy and reasonable evaluation alternative for the domains whose documents' content similarity can be simulated in similar fashion. Some future directions are:
. Whether the success of the feature mixture approach that integrated keyword and concept features can be explained by keyword's high recall of relevant documents and concept's high precision to users' requirements? Whether multiple books by the same author could generate similar results using the single book corpus?
.
Whether better handling of semantic representations, such as using concepts from ontology, could improve the quality of a SOM generated map?
